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2-Speed ECS Automatic Scrubbers – Advanced Technology
Manufactured by IPC Gansow, the largest manufacturer of sweepers and the fastest
growing manufacturer of automatic scrubbers in the world.

Transforming or installing a harden and polished
surface takes know-how, machines, equipment and
time.  But once installed, maintaining any polished
surface is relative easy and inexpensive, but it has
to be done.

FACT:  After a floor has been polished (concrete, marble,
VCT) it will nose dive within 30 days if not regularly
cleaned and polished.

CONTRACTORS!   After all of your hard work and
effort of transforming an old, worn and damaged
floor into a downright beautiful piece of art, are you
walking away from business and leaving an outside cleaning company the easy and profitable work of maintaining
your work of art?

CONSIDER THIS:   You have all the equipment, supplies and knowledge and no one knows that particular floor better than
you . . .  You simply have to bring it to the owner's attention that the floor needs maintained ~ Regularly if not daily.

ECS - Economy Cleaning System ~ 2-Speed Automatic Scrubbers
Why use a traditional 180 auto scrubber when an ECS High Speed Auto Scrubber gives to considerably more:

• Used as a “traditional” auto scrubber at 180 RPM to Clean, Scrub and Extract Concrete Slurry
• Switch to 600 rpm for easy and impressive cleaning AND polishing.  At 600 rpm the benefits are as follows:

� Water and chemical consumption are reduced 80-90% ~ Speed offsets water usage considerably
� By using less water, floors dry significantly faster which means they are available for immediate foot

traffic.  This is a major benefit for liability insurance when you consider “slip and fall” accidents
� Besides the environmental savings of using 80-90% less water, labor is reduced 30-50% simply

because you are NOT “dumping and refilling” nearly as often
• With a 3:1 increase in speed (180 vs 600 rpm), the floor’s shine will be 3 times greater - each time you clean!

14" Machines.  The most compact battery powdered automatic floor scrubber on the market! 
Featuring a fold down handle that enables it to reach under tables, desks and counters.  Always ready to
go, the CT14ECS makes mops and buckets obsolete!  With a working cleaning path 14”, the CT14ECS
scrubber is extremely quiet at only 69 decibels – Ideal for small facilities with numerous obstructions, this
scrubber cleans hard-to-reach areas under tables, sinks and desks.  It’s compact design, on-board
solution tank, forward spray jet, powerful vacuum and easy-empty recovery tank will tackle any spill at a
moment’s notice.  The 14" ECS machine is a single speed 600 rpm machine but at 600 rpm it is one
heck of a scrubber.  The on-board charger provides one hour of continuous battery powered operation.

14" ECS Model: Single Speed 600 rpm, 14" Scrub / Pad Width, 18" Squeegee, 4 Gal Solution Tank,
5 Gal Recovery Tank, 24 volt, 33 Amp Hr for 1 hr of continuous run time.
Wt:  80 lbs. w/o battery.  P/N: CT14ECS, Price:  $2,500.00



28" - 70 Series ~ Recommended for
Floors under 20,000 sq. ft.  Uses two (2)
6 volt batteries for 145 Amp Hours or 2.0
Hours of Run Time --- Scrub over 35,000
sq. ft. per charge.

For the efficiency and effectiveness of using a wet scrubbing machine, “you always should sweep the floor
before you scrub” ~ Possibly using our 24" Smart Vac Sweeper (right).  You need to extract as must loose
and dry dust and debris from the floor as possible before using an auto scrubber.

<  Click here for information and pricing on the 24" Smart Vac   >

28" - 100 Series ~ Recommended for
Floors over 20,000 sq. ft.  Uses four (4) 6
volt batteries for 325 Amp Hours or 6.0
Hours of Run Time ---  Scrub over
120,000 sq. ft. on a single 6 hour charge
or polish over 10,000 sq. ft. in a single
night.

28" ECS Machines - These Compact, High Performance
Machine will handle 95% of all your floor care needs.  The
differences between the models is their run times.

For the flooring professional to independent business owners,
the 28“ machines provide the features, performance and size for
exceptional productivity in both tight areas and wide open
spaces.

Affordable with dual pad & brushes, you’ll be able to go where
larger scrubbers can’t while cleaning floors better and with less
cost.  The two speeds ECS models provide you with a traditional
machine @180 rpm and all of the benefits of the ECS system
when used @ 600 rpm. 

Specifications:  28" Scrub / Pad Width, 40" Squeegee, 19 Gal
Solution Tank, 20 Gal Recovery Tank.  Dimensions:  194 lbs., 48" x
30" x 38".  Self-propelled forward and reverse.   Brushes (2), Batteries
(2) and Charger included.

Pricing: *  70 Series - ECS Dual Speed (180 & 600 RPM) P/N CT70ECS Price: $6,200.00

* 100 Series - ECS Dual Speed (180 & 600 RPM) P/N CT100ECS Price: $9,300.00
CT (Clean Time) Single Speed (180 RPM) P/N CT70 Price: $9,300.00

* The two (2) ECS Machines (70 and 100 Series) includes a set of scrub brushes AND bristle pad drivers (2).  The bristle pad drivers
are used for using diamond impregnated cleaning and polishing pads.   <  Click here for information and pricing on our DiamaPads  >

*  Accessories:  14" Velcro Pad Driver.  For use with diamond polishing pads (velcro backing, 3mm
thickness).  Use these pads to lightly sand and transform dull concrete and stone floors into polished surfaces. 
The entire bottom of the driver is covered with a velcro like material called "Applix".  The diamond polishing pads
simply are applied onto the driver via the velcro hook and loop material.  Our pad driver includes a rubber
cushion that helps to reduce the driver from tearing should uneven floors be encountered (often called, lippage) 
<  Click here for information and pricing on our Diamond Polishing Pads - DiamaPads  >
  
P/N:  SPPV01339 Price:  $170.00 ea    28" machines requires two (2) 14" drivers.

Bristle Pad Driver with Center Lock Nut.  This driver is used with standard and burnishing (high
temperature) floor pads and diamond impregnated (see our DiamaPads) for cleaning and polishing floors “at
the same time.”

The Bristle Pad Driver (2) is included with each ECS machine.
< Click here for information and pricing on our DiamaPads >

P/N:  SPPV01273 Price:  $171.00 ea     28" machines require two (2) 14" drivers.

Nylon Scrub Brushes, 14" (right).  The 28" machines requires two (2) scrub brushes.
Medium Stiff (Standard) Bristle P/N:  SPPV01270 Price:  $ 141.00 ea
The medium scrub brush is included with each ECS machine.   
Semi-Stiff Bristle P/N:  SPPV01287 Price:  $ 100.00 ea
Softer (Delicate) Bristle P/N:  SPPV01269 Price:  $ 155.00 ea

* All the scrub brushes and pad drivers are interchangeable between the above CT and ECS Machines.

http://icscompany.net/Gansow.pdf
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